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                                                Chess Club Web Page - utahbirds.org/Chess/  

What you can learn from this game: 
How to create forks, outposts, and open files

    Should do: 
1. Look for ways to force your opponent to make moves that are good for YOU..
2. Take advantage of forks and overworked pieces by using the moves they open up for you.

    Should NOT do:
1. Don’t allow strong outposts deep in your territory.

Some ideas as they appear in this game:  ©M.G.Moody

  1. d4  Nf6 Center control -  (Black attacks center squares with the Knight instead of a pawn – a little different idea).
  2. c4  e6 Create a Pawn Duo  - (Black allows a center build up intending to break it down later).
  3. Nc3  Bb4 Pin - (White get his Knight out early, but Black pins it with his Bishop). 
  4. Qc2  Nc6 Avoid doubled pawns - (White will retake with the Queen instead of the Pawn if Black takes the Knight). 
  5. Nf3  d6  Knights before Bishops - (All the Knights are out early. Knights are most valuable when there are a lot of

pieces on the board, because they are hard to block – they can jump over other pieces).
  6. Bg5  O-O Pin - (Black ignores the pin and castles to protect the King and get the Rook out of the corner).
  7. e4  e5 Attack the center - (White looks strong in the center, but Black’s pawn attack can break it down quickly).
  8. d5  Nd4 Outpost - (Black sets up a strong outpost with his Knight in enemy territory protected by a pawn.  It is

attacking White’s Queen and Knight and threatening a fork AND can’t be driven away by a pawn). 
  9. Qd3  h6 Protect - (White protects against the fork and against a doubled pawn if Black takes the Knight at f3).

Force back - (Black drives back White’s Bishop.  He wants to unpin his Knight so he can move it).
10. Bh4  g5 Force back - (Black is weakening his defense around the King, but he’s got a worthy plan).
11. Bg3  Nxe4 Set a trap - (If White Queen takes the Knight, Black’s move “Bf5" will force the Queen to e3 and into a

“Royal Fork”  – forking the King, Queen and Rook -- and the White Queen will be lost).
12. Nxd4  exd4 Remove the threat - (White takes the Knight that threatens the powerful fork).
13. Qxd4  Re8 Threaten a discovered attack - (If Black moves his Knight, White’s King will be in check).
14. O-O-O  Nxc3 Castle for protection - (White castles to get the King out of danger, but he ends up in a position that

can easily be attacked, exposing his King).
15. bxc3  Ba3+ Force a move - (Black forces White to move the Pawn protecting the King by trading knights).

Open a diagonal - (Black has opened a short but very important diagonal near White’s King).
16. Kc2  Bf5+ Force a move - (If Black moves toward the corner his rook can be trapped by Blacks (white) Bishop).

Open diagonal - (Black takes another open diagonal, attacking the King).
17. Kb3  c5 Force back- (White tries to Force the Bishop back, but Black refuses to go – he attacks White’s Queen).
18. Qd2  Qa5 Force back - (White could take by “en passant” but a “recapture” would open up a file for Black’s Rook).
19. Bd3  b5 Trade - (White wants to trade bishops to take the pressure off his King).

Threaten checkmate - (If White takes the Pawn, it clears the way for a pawn fork by Black at c4).
20. cxb5  Bxd3 Set up a fork - (When White takes Black’s Bishop the King and Queen will be set up for the pawn fork).
21. Qxd3  c4+ Pawn fork - (The pawn fork forces the Queen to take the Pawn, opening the file for Black’s  Rook).
22. Qxc4  Rac8 Rook on open file - (Blacks Rook now forces Whites Queen to protect the pawn at c3 at all costs).
23. Qd3  Re4 Overworked - (White’s Queen can not take Black’s Rook because Rxc3 is checkmate).
24. Kc2  Rec4 0-1  Rook battery on open file - (Black’s powerful doubled Rooks on the open file makes White give up).

Chess Notation for the game:
1. d4  Nf6 
2. c4  e6 
3. Nc3  Bb4 
4. Qc2  Nc6 
5. Nf3  d6 

6. Bg5  O-O
7. e4  e5 
8. d5  Nd4 
9. Qd3  h6 
10. Bh4  g5 

11. Bg3  Nxe4 
12. Nxd4  exd4 
13. Qxd4  Re8 
14. O-O-O  Nxc3 
15. bxc3  Ba3+ 

16. Kc2  Bf5+
17. Kb3  c5 
18. Qd2  Qa5 
19. Bd3  b5 
20. cxb5  Bxd3 

21. Qxd3  c4+
22. Qxc4  Rac8 
23. Qd3  Re4 
24. Kc2  Rec4 
       0-1


